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N.B.: You will be graded on 5 problems, 20 points per problem. Problems 1, 2, and 3 are mandatory
and will be graded. Before turning in your exam, please make sure you have circled the two problems
you want to be graded out of problems 4, 5 and 6.



Problem 1 (20 points)
Part 1
Given the system of four linear equations and four unknowns (v, w, y, and z):

2v + 3 w + z = 0
v + 4 w + 2 y = 5
v - w + 3z  = -5
7w - y + 2z = 4

1. Write the system of equations in a matrix form Ax=b (1)
2. Evaluate the determinant of A using cofactor expansion (5)
3. Evaluate the unknown y using Cramer’s rule. (5)

Part 2
Consider the matrix

4. Determine the matrix Adj(D) (5)
5. Determine the matrix D-1 using the Adj(D) (4)

You must show all steps and details to get credit for your work. Answers that are based on the use of a
calculator will not get any credit.



Problem 2 (20 points)

A block of mass 50 kg is resting on an inclined surface that makes an angle of 20º with the horizontal
is connected to a rope that passes around a peg and then around a smooth pulley and is connected on
the other side to the bottom of the peg.  The pulley is used to carry a cylinder of mass m. The
coefficient of static friction between the block and the inclined is 0.15 and that between the rope and
the peg is 0.25.

a) Determine the smallest mass m that would cause the block to start moving up the incline. (12)
b) Determine the largest mass m that would cause the block to start sliding down the incline. (8)

Note: You need to draw all required FBD’s and show your work to receive credit.



Problem 3 (20 points)

The frame shown is supported at A and D with smooth pins.
a) Determine all forces acting on member ABC in Cartesian Vector form (15)
b) Determine the reactions at D and express them in Cartesian Vector form (5)

Note: You need to draw all required FBD’s for this problem



Problem 4 (20 points)

Three cables AB, BC, and CD are hooked together as shown in the diagram below. The cables CD and
BC are carrying a cylinder (E) of weight 30 lb.; and the cables AB and BC are carrying a cylinder (F)
with unknown weight.
a) Identify the particles or joints to be analyzed. (2)
b) Draw the complete and separate Free Body Diagram (FBD) for those particles or joints. (6)
c) Solve for the forces in cables CD, BC, and AB and the weight in cylinder F. (12)

Note: You need to show all work to receive full credit.



Problem 5 (20 points)

The triangular plate is subjected to three couples as shown below:
(a) Replace the two remaining couples  with a single equivalent couple if P=0, specifying the

magnitude and the direction of its axis (10)

(b)Replace the three couples with a single equivalent couple if P=20 lb, specifying the magnitude

and the direction of its axis (10)

15 in



Problem 6 (20 points)

The truss shown is supported at D and E with smooth pins.  The loads applied to the truss are
perpendicular to members AG, FG, and EF.

a) Calculate the reactions at D and E for the truss. (6)
b) Using method of joints, calculate the force in member EF. (6)
c) Using method of sections, calculate the force in members FG, CG, and BC. (8)

Note: You need to draw all required FBD’s and show your work to receive credit.


